In working out a model that would make optimization of the feature of toll plaza, such as shape, size and merging-pattern, our team decided to apply the Queuing Theory and simulation software Vissim to figure out parameters of microcosmic traffic model .Studying on a large sum of relevant data, we firstly select average waiting time in M/M/B theory and the area of toll plaza to establish objected function to evaluate our queue model. So we record the veh of the Great Egg Toll Plaza. Considering traffic loads, we give the solution to open CAR and HGV mixed lanes to improve vehicle throughput of toll plaza when light loads. What's more, we give different solutions to fix our model to fit different situation such as self-driving and accident prevention. Last but not least, we establish models in order to persuade more states to adopt models to realize traffic jam remission and protect environment.
Introduction
When exiting the tollbooths in a barrier toll, vehicles must "fan in" from the larger number of tollbooth egress lanes to the smaller number of regular travel lanes. A toll plaza is the area of the highway needed to facilitate the barrier toll, consisting of the fan-out area before the barrier toll, the toll barrier itself, and the fan-in area after the toll barrier.
Three types of tollbooths such as conventional tollbooths, exact-change tollbooths, and electronic toll collection booths.
Solution
We discuss the queuing model before tollbooths and merging pattern after toll. What's more, we need establish model and select parameters to evaluate the performance of our models.
Establish M/M/B Model and Optimize the Proportion of Different Tollbooth Types
Considering the toll plaza is not only one type of toll station, each type of tollbooth has different parameters, so we set up a M/M/B model for multi-toll plaza-model.
We select parameters such as average serve time ,average wating time and expense, we set the objective function:
Minf(x)= Based on the common statistics ,we make a assumption that the Car accounted for 70% and HGV account for 30%
According to the standard for highway [2] (table 1). We find a formula for calculating C--the throughput of the toll plaza(cars/s):
Where, N is the number of toll lanes, 
Common Merging Pattern to Multi-merging-pattern
As shown at Figure 1 on the left side of the square for the original shape, the right side of the initi al improvement for us to shape, we do this is to improve from the previous merger into the two mer ger.
We define the difficulty of the merger O, then we can get:
Obviously O2<O1, therefore ,when n approaches infinity, we get the minimum of O(n) and toll plaza boundary approaches a curve.At the same time,we find that expense increases following area.So we consider using quadratic function to fit the curve.Setting Sn as the area of our new design,we need
,the matrix of toll types is [5] ( figure 2 and figure 3 ). Light traffic loads is shown in figure 4.
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Simulating (table 2)
Fig.4 light traffic loads
Due to the appearance of self-driving, we can consider the relevance between self-driving and ETC toll type. We assume that the proportion of unmanned vehicles is Λ, on the other hand, that of ordinary vehicles is1-Λ, we assume that autonomous vehicles use ETC and ordinary vehicles use three types of tollbooths.
Here we will set Λ as three cases of 0. 
Conclusion
In working out a model that would make optimization of the feature of toll plaza, such as shape, size and merging-pattern, our team decided to apply the Queuing Theory and simulation software Vissim to figure out parameters of microcosmic traffic model .Studying on a large sum of relevant data, we firstly select average waiting time in M/M/B theory and the area of toll plaza to establish objected function to evaluate our queue model. So we record the veh of the Great Egg Toll Plaza. Considering traffic loads, we give the solution to open CAR and HGV mixed lanes to improve vehicle throughput of toll plaza when light loads. What's more, we give different solutions to fix our model to fit different situation such as self-driving and accident prevention. Last but not least, we establish models in order to persuade more states to adopt models to realize traffic jam remission and protect environment.
